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This webinar was conducted on 27 January 2021, one week after Joe Biden’s inauguration as President of the                                   
United States. Independent experts from the six Eastern Partnership states, Russia and the European Union                             
were invited to respond with short papers to standardised questions, assessing the presidency of the outgoing                               
Donald Trump and the prospects for the incoming administration of Joe Biden – all writing on how they see the                                       
views of their home government and population.  
 
On Donald Trump the most extreme reviews came from the European Union, viewing Trump as the worst                                 
president ever, causing grave damage to the international system, through to Russia where the Kremlin can                               
lament the departure of the ‘good American’ and with him a wasted opportunity to gain maximum advantage. In                                   
between there was President Lukashenko of Belarus describing Trump as a pitifully inadequate authoritarian                           
leader. In Georgia and Moldova there have been some Trumpists as well as anti-Trumpists. In Armenia Trump is                                   
described as an aberration, while the view from Ukraine was maybe closest to that of the EU. A collateral benefit                                       
of the Trump regime for Europe has been to heighten awareness of the need to get serious in enhancing its                                       
strategic sovereignty.  
 
Turning to Joe Biden, as a first approximation he is seen in the European Union as bent on reversing                                     
symmetrically the ills of the Trump regime at home and abroad, but of course as realities unfold the story will                                       
become more complex. Russia on the other hand will have to contend with a firmer containment policy, and                                   
Biden’s bid to restore multilateralism goes against the Kremlin’s ideas about a multi-polar global order: this                               
relationship stands to become either empty or hostile. Most of the Eastern Partnership states are expecting the                                 
Biden administration to be a more robust democracy promoter and security provider. However on the security                               
front what this might mean in practice is quite diverse: US support for a NATO membership action plan for                                     
Ukraine, and more effective influence over Transnistria for Moldova? In the South Caucasus the US faces a                                 
tricky task to re-install itself as security actor after the recent Nagorno Karabakh war, given the heightened                                 
profiles there of both Russia and Turkey. 

 
 

https://fb.watch/3jEdPS9vBR/
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EUROPEAN UNION 
 

Michael Emerson1 

 

 
1. What assessments are made in your country of Trump as president? 

 
The vast majority of Europeans regard Trump as having been not only their worst              

president in living memory or ever, but also having damaged the cause of democracy              
world-wide. He is viewed as having a deeply flawed character, with a lack of any principled                
standards in either his official roles or private life, constant extravagant but unsupported             
claims about his own brilliance and achievements, bullying behaviour, constant lying in            
public statements, and lack of professional competence and discipline.  

 
He started his presidency with a ridiculous demand to Mexico to pay for the wall. His                

domestic agenda went on as an offence against what Europeans consider to be basic              
political values, including refusal to reform gun control after mass murders, refusing            
support for universal public health care (continued or improved Obamacare), tax policies            
further aggravating huge income inequalities, and implicitly supporting right-wing white          
supremacists, gravely aggravating societal and racial divisions, denying the Covid-19          
pandemic, etc. Finally he shattered the quality of US democracy in his last acts as               
president in refusing to accept electoral defeat by Biden, attempting but failing a ‘banana              
republic’ style coup for overturning the results. The storming of the Congress building on 6               
January 2021 led to his second impeachment for inciting this violent insurrection aimed at              
preventing Biden’s confirmation by the Electoral College.  

 
2. What impacts did the Trump administration have on your country's         

affairs, either directly or indirectly through broader international       
relations?  
 

There is a comprehensive catalogue of actions undermining almost everything about           
the international system that the EU values: undermining US credibility as strategic ally of              
Europe, notably regarding NATO; quitting the Iran deal; quitting the Paris climate            
agreement; quitting the WHO; wrecking rather than reforming the WTO. He undermined            
the cause of democracy at global level, giving encouragement to authoritarian leaders and             
right wing extremists, giving an apparent free pass to Putin, with unanswered questions             
why. He further sought to undermine the EU, supporting Brexit. 

 
There remains the very serious problem summarised in the adage “the problem is not              

so much Trump but that almost half of the US population supports him”. This means that                
propositions within the EU in favour of enhanced ‘strategic sovereignty’ will be sustained             
after the Trump shock, with a higher chance of being acted upon (and with Brexit               
removing an internal blockage factor). So this is a collateral benefit. 

 

1 Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS), Brussels. 
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3. What assessments are being made about the likely/expected quality of        
Biden as president? 
 

Biden is seen as an experienced and competent politician in domestic and international             
affairs, and a decent man with sound judgement. He is able to assemble a talented team                
of ministers and close advisers. 

 
4. What impacts on your country's affairs, either directly or indirectly          

through broader international relations, are expected and/or hoped for2: 
 
World order. Biden is expected to work towards restoring or improving mechanisms            

of global order. From his US perspective the advance of EU integration would be welcome               
as part of an improved global system. But in addition there may be systematic attempts to                
ally with the EU over agendas for action at the global multilateral level.  

 
Democracy. The EU will welcome Biden’s expected determination to restore the           

reputation of Western liberal democracy. Semi-authoritarian leaders within the EU (e.g.           
Hungary, Poland), and far-right parties (LePen in France, and others) will cease to win              
implicit support, or feel encouraged. But most Europeans think that US democracy is             
completely or partly broken (see the figure below).  

 
Security. Biden will seek to restore the reputation of the US as a reliable ally and                

security guarantor, first of all through NATO. But most European now feel that they cannot               
rely on the US (see figure below). He will not however refrain from pushing Europeans to                
spend more on defence. He may be open to new forms of security cooperation with the                
EU. Over Iran there will be efforts to remake US-European (E3/EU) cooperation.  

 
Economics. Transatlantic trade and investment relations should return towards         

normality as a first approximation, but not without challenges and friction points. There             
will be a common taxation of tech giants will be testing and difficult for sure, but there                 
should be a common interest in addressing these issues constructively. Cooperation over            
WTO reform too. 

 
China. There will be a common interest in addressing the China challenge, which             

Biden is expected to pursue with a tough line, albeit more diplomatically, which will              
facilitate convergence with the EU to some degree at least (but note in the figure below                
how Europeans would want to stay neutral in conflict between the US and China). 

 
Pandemics. While the Covid-19 crisis will be brought under control with mass            

vaccination in 2021, there will be large scope for coordination over global action to extend               
vaccination in developing countries. Biden may be expected to re-join the WHO, and could              
cooperate with the EU to promote an adequate reform agenda for the organisation.  

 

2 For a poll of 15,000 interviews in 11 European countries undertaken by the European Council for Foreign Relations, 
see: https://ecfr.eu/publication/the-crisis-of-american-power-how-europeans-see-bidens-america/  

https://ecfr.eu/publication/the-crisis-of-american-power-how-europeans-see-bidens-america/
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Climate action. This will be a major chapter for cooperation already in 2021, since              
Biden promises to re-join the Paris agreement on Day 1. This will quickly lead into deep                
preparatory work for the crucial November 2021 conference of COP26 in Glasgow, which             
will be an opportunity for an unprecedented level of EU-US coordination over climate             
action. 
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RUSSIA 
 

Andrey Makarychev and George Spencer Terry3 
 

 
1. The rise and fall of Trump  
 
Greeted with the popping of champagne bottles in Moscow, the election of Donald             

Trump in November 2016 heralded in an era of new possibilities between the Kremlin and               
Washington. After frozen and hostile relations with the Obama administration, a ‘good            
American’ who spoke the same language in terms of interests and values was finally in the                
White House. Figuratively and otherwise, Russia could now do business with the United             
States – or at least its President. However the 2018 US-Russia Summit in Helsinki marked               
the extent of what cooperation could be achieved – discussions and negotiations, but no              
tangible actions or achievements.  

 
The initial largely positive coverage of Trump’s policies in the mainstream Russian            

media was due to a cognizance of his potential for shaking American democratic             
institutions to their core; it also represented an attempt to create a narrative of the               
Kremlin’s ability to manipulate elections in the West.  

 
However, the storming of the US Capitol on 6 January 2021 seriously transformed this              

discourse, making it more controversial. Thus, the Kremlin indirectly and tacitly expressed            
support for these pro-Trump protesters, many of whom, according to the spokesperson of             
Russian Foreign Ministry, wish to get Russian citizenship. Yet conversely, frequent and            
obviously false parallels with the Ukrainian Maidan revolt have prevented the mainstream            
media from directly taking the side of the rioters. Another controversy concerned Trump’s             
Twitter’s ban; while a significant portion of independent Russian commentators have           
backed this move as consistent with democratic norms and legal, the ban sparked a              
debate on the role of major Internet-based platforms that could directly challenge major             
power holders – with clear repercussions for Russia itself.  

 
Nonetheless, Russia’s hypothetical opportunity had already faded away into a marginal           

nothingness with the Special Counsel Investigation and Trump’s first impeachment. Any           
foreign policy decision that Trump may have wanted to take to better ties with Moscow               
would be automatically coloured with allegations that he was working either unwittingly or             
knowingly in the advancement of Russian interests.  

 
However, Trump’s actions in other arenas provided Moscow with more relative           

benefits than anything he ever achieved or did not achieve in bilateral relations. By              
converting the non-payment of the 2 percent GDP defense spending requirement in NATO             
to a perceived act of defiance against US interests, Trump’s active alienation of historical              
allies in Europe did more to further Russian geostrategic interests than any active policy              
from the Kremlin could ever achieve. The most spectacular reaction in this case is the               
withdrawal of 12,000 soldiers from US bases in Germany. Such brash action caused             

3 University of Tartu, Estonia. 
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further discussion in Europe about the creation of a separate security architecture, again             
in line with Russian geopolitical goals.  

 
2. The Biden presidency 

 
On the contrary, the new Biden administration is believed to take a much tougher              

approach to the Kremlin. The fear of new sanctions, especially after the arrest of Alexei               
Navalny upon his return to Moscow after his poisoning, has become a common place in               
Russian political debates. Under these conditions, the metaphor of a ‘besieged fortress’            
seems to duly reflect the state of minds among the Russian ruling elite in early 2021. 

 
A Biden presidency hints at a return to US multilateralism, which at least in terms of                

rhetoric conflicts with the Kremlin’s ideas of multi-polarity. In practice, this would seem to              
be more of a return to a pre-Trump global status quo. However, one lasting legacy of                
Donald Trump’s bricolage of a foreign policy that will be continued into the Biden era is an                 
active and possibly confrontational policy against China, and this is of definite concern to              
Russia. While nonetheless promising cooperation in fields like combatting climate change           
and the COVID-19 pandemic, Biden has stated that his administration will actively position             
itself against human rights abuses, currency manipulations, and naval schemes in the            
South China Sea. Such a positioning of the United States against China presumes a bipolar               
global order in the future rather than a unipolar one. Russia would in this play an                
increasingly marginal role – with multipolarity remaining a strategic dream. If it were not              
for Russia’s constant military adventurism in its near and far abroad, this relegation to a               
marginal position would be all but complete.  

 
While Biden’s election proved a victory for liberal democracy, at the same time over 74               

million voters in the United States still opted for Trump’s vision of the future. It is in these                  
peoples’ allegations of a so-called ‘stolen election’ that Russia can find ample ammunition             
against calls for liberalization or democratizing from abroad. This discursive defense           
follows the general logic of the Kremlin’s deployment of tu quoque that has been used for                
foreign policy (e.g., the case of Kosovo as justification for its own actions), except now it                
can be used in the case of elections and domestic politics. This is an especially salient                
point after the 6 January storming of the US Capitol, which can be weaponized as an                
example of the precarity of American democracy.  

 
Economically, nothing will change between the United States and Russia during the            

Biden Presidency. For the foreseeable future, sanctions will remain in place, and Russia             
cannot offer anything to US markets that would increase any amount of economic             
pressure against sanctions, as Russia has an economy smaller than that of the Benelux              
countries and less trade flows.  

 
With their ‘good American’ in the White House from 2016-2020, Russia had its             

opportunity to reassert itself as more than a fading regional player. This opportunity was              
largely wasted. Sanctions remain in place, Russia and Russianness remain poisoned           
concepts in the American political lexicon of both Republicans and Democrats. Russia can             
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only continue to insist on its importance through campaigns of destabilization physically in             
its near abroad and ideationally through fake news and disinformation. For future            
US-Russia relations, the downward transformation can imply two pathways; either the           
United States can treat Russia as a marginal country, or Russia can assert its global role                
through further military adventurism. In either situation, US-Russia relations will remain           
either hostile or empty. 
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ARMENIA 
 

Benjamin Poghosyan4 
 

 

1. What assessments are made in your country of Trump as president? 
 

For the majority of Armenians President Trump has been viewed as an aberration from              
the norm. Meanwhile, some thought that the election of Trump is another proof that the               
real decision-makers in the United States politics were not the ordinary people but the              
small group of ultra-rich persons, who use terms such as democracy and the rule of law as                 
a facade to camouflage the real mechanisms of distribution of power in the US. Another               
interesting feature was the comparison with the new Prime Minister of Armenia Nikol             
Pashinyan. They both were actively using social media as a primary tool to reach their               
audiences – Pashinyan was hyperactive on Facebook making almost daily live streams            
while President Trump was constantly twitting. In this context, both leaders were            
perceived as a new type of populist leaders, who had few if any understanding of               
economy and geopolitics, but instead were quite skilful in demagogy and digital            
manipulation.  

 
2. What impacts did the Trump administration have on your country's         

affairs, either directly or indirectly through broader international       
relations?  

 
President Trump’s “America First” policy resulted in partial disengagement of the           

United States from many areas of the world including the South Caucasus. During the 2.5               
years of the Pashinyan government, there was no meeting between the two leaders. The              
only high-level US official who visited Armenia was former national security advisor Bolton,             
whose October 2018 visit was focused on Iran. The first meeting between the Armenian              
foreign Minister and Secretary of State Pompeo took place only in late October 2020,              
during fruitless negotiations in Washington to stop the 2020 Karabakh war. The US             
decreasing interest and influence in the South Caucasus resulted in the growing role of              
Russia and Turkey. The culmination of these trends was the 2020 Karabakh war, which              
significantly changed the status quo in Karabakh as a result of some sort of Russia –                
Turkey agreement which left the United States totally sidelined. Armenia and the United             
States launched a strategic dialogue in May 2019, but to understand the real significance              
of this initiative we should note that during the second virtual meeting of the dialogue on                
September 22, 2020, just 5 days before the launch of the large-scale war by Azerbaijan               
the American side emphasized the significance to increase the role of women in the social               
life of Armenia.  
 
 
 
 

4 Political Science Association of Armenia, Yerevan. 
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3. What assessments are being made about the likely/expected quality of        
Biden as president? 

 
Biden is seen as an experienced politician with good knowledge of geopolitics.            

However, some believe that his age may prevent his daily involvement in the             
decision-making process, thus giving much more room for maneuvering to Vice President            
Kamala Harris and his inner circles of advisors. 

 
4. What impacts on your country's affairs, either directly or indirectly          

through broader international relations, are expected and/or hoped for: 
 
World order. President Biden is expected to restore American leadership and support            

the failing liberal international order. He will seek to restore the transatlantic bonds, and              
reassure US allies in the Asia-Pacific, and put more emphasis on multilateralism and             
international organizations.  

 
Democracy. The current Armenian government hopes that Biden will bring back           

democracy promotion into the American foreign policy agenda and will provide more            
support to the fledgling democracies such as Armenia after the Velvet revolution of 2018. 

 
Security. Given that after the 2020 Karabakh war Armenia has become more            

dependent on Russia on security than at any time since the collapse of the Soviet Union,                
no significant increase in the US–Armenia security cooperation is expected. Some hope            
that the Biden administration will be much tougher on Turkey, which will weaken President              
Erdogan's positions. Meanwhile, despite disagreements and tensions, Turkey is an          
indispensable partner for the US in the wider Black Sea region including the South              
Caucasus, and the US is aware that any actions aiming at decreasing Turkey's role in the                
region may result in increased Russian or Iranian influence.  

 
Economics. Armenia and US economic ties are too weak and undeveloped. In this             

context, many in Armenia hope to see increased US private investments in Armenia.             
Meanwhile, the primary tool for reaching this goal could be the Armenian Diaspora, which              
may better advertise the economic advantages of investing in Armenia.  

 
Russia. Most probably the US will consolidate its power vis-a-vis Russia by restoring             

its traditional ties with the EU and NATO allies, and will offer Russia a deal from the                 
position of strength. It may include such areas as Russian policy towards Syria, Iran and               
North Korea nuclear programs, Ukraine, and China. In case of successful negotiations, the             
US will be satisfied to see the South Caucasus divided between Russia and Turkey.              
Otherwise, the new impetus will be given to the Russia containment policy in the              
post-Soviet world including the South Caucasus, which may complicate the situation for            
Armenia.  
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China. Biden will continue the campaign of pressure against China. He may change             
the rhetoric of President Trump, but the key policy directions will remain the same. The US                
will seek to prevent China from achieving a hegemonic position in Asia, simultaneously             
preventing China's leadership in digital technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotics,           
and 5G. Armenia needs to increase its cooperation with China as an alternative source for               
investments and export destination for Armenian products. Thus, Yerevan will seek to            
keep neutrality in the US-China rivalry, but with a positive attitude towards Beijing.  

 
Pandemics. The Covid-19 crisis may be brought under control in the developed world             

with mass vaccination in 2021. Armenia has taken steps to import vaccines and is in               
negotiations with several companies. As for now, a decision was announced to vaccinate 3              
percent of the population with the AstraZeneca vaccine, while negotiations are underway            
to buy also Russian Sputnik V.  

 
Climate action. The Biden administration's decision to re-enter the Paris climate           

accord is a promising sign that the US may seek to restore its leadership in the fight                 
against climate change. However, the climate is not a big topic in Armenia, especially after               
the 2020 Karabakh war and its devastating implications. 
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AZERBAIJAN 

 

Shahla Ismayil5 

 
 

1. What assessments are made in your country of Trump as president? 
 

In Azerbaijan Donald Trump has always had a reputation of an unstable extravagant             
person, who does not have any political background or human rights principles to govern              
the country. His strong personal connections and contradictory business deals with the            
ruling elite and oligarchs of Azerbaijan deteriorated his personal image and undermined            
credibility of US policy in general. In 2017 US Senators asked for an investigation of               
Trump’s dealings in Azerbaijan, namely the Trump International Hotel & Tower Baku,            
targeting the Trump Organization’s potential criminal liability. 

  
Meanwhile, official Baku’s attitude towards the Trump administration grew more          

positive with Trump’s clear statement that “the US will no longer interfere in the internal               
affairs of Muslim countries” that partially dispersed the clouds over US-Azerbaijan           
relations. This reshaped USA's past focus on democracy and human rights, culminating in             
the 2015 Azerbaijan Democracy Act – a bipartisan sanctions bill that would make             
Azerbaijan accountable on the issues of human rights and fundamental freedoms.           
Although the 2015 Act was never passed, it created a major concern among political elites               
and consequently tensed bilateral relations in the last few years. 

  
2. What impacts did the Trump administration have on your country's         

affairs, either directly or indirectly through broader international       
relations?  
 

Official Baku has always prioritized international support in two key areas:           
Nagorno-Karabakh and energy policy. This attitude formed the core of Azerbaijan’s           
bilateral relations with America too as for decades the US has also seen Azerbaijan as the                
oil- and gas-rich country, which has a crucial geo-location in the region for being an               
alternative source of oil and gas for Europe, and to diminish the energy dependency of the                
latter on Russia. The Trump administration closed eyes on the poor human rights records              
in Azerbaijan, which was reflected in the cut of funding to USAID from $7.7 mln to zero in                  
2017, which was a serious blow to the resilience of civil society in the country, and thus a                  
clear indicator of Trump’s priorities. The visits of American officials to Azerbaijan during             
Trump’s presidency were less regular and the appointment for the last US Ambassador in              
Azerbaijan was delayed for a year, making a visible 1-year-gap between the terms of two               
latest Ambassadors.  

  
On the other side, the lack of engagement of the US in the Nagorno-Karabakh issue,               

given the fact that the U.S. is a co-chair of the OSCE Minsk Group, could not help making                  
Baku anxious, especially taking into account the growing support of the U.S. to Armenia in               

5 Women’s Association for Rational Development, Baku. 
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the recent years. The preference of the Trump’s administration to demonstrate no serious             
commitment and no high-level presence in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict has been           
perceived as a negative signal, compared to the growing presence of the US in other               
similar conflicts, e.g. there was a special US representative to Ukraine on conflict             
resolution. 
 

3. What assessments are being made about the likely/expected quality of        
Biden as president? 
 

Azerbaijan’s perception of Biden is contradictory – on one side he is perceived as a               
highly experienced and credible politician with a good knowledge of the South Caucasian             
political, economic and cultural contexts. On the other side, US Democrats are generally             
perceived to have a long track of good relations with Armenians, that keeps to maintain               
Azerbaijan’s key national security issue – Nagorno-Karabakh, high in the agenda. It is also              
assumed that Biden will give a clearer message on US policy towards Azerbaijan, without              
however any expectation of a radical switch from “Trump to Biden''. 

 
 
4. What impacts on your country's affairs, either directly or indirectly          

through broader international relations, are expected and/or hoped for: 
 
World order. It is believed in Azerbaijan that Joe Biden has too much to fix               

domestically after Trump’s incompetent presidency that will distract the engagement of           
Biden’s administration into international affairs in at least for its first year. Yet, it is               
assumed that he will impose a more tangible role in supporting the world order and               
rehabilitating the credibility of US policy internationally. The moves towards strengthening           
bilateral relations with Azerbaijan’s strategic partner Turkey are tracked especially          
carefully. 

  
Democracy. Although no miracle is expected, it is assumed that Biden will            

demonstrate a more principled approach towards the respect to human rights and            
fundamental freedoms in Azerbaijan. Support environment for civil society and mass           
media in Azerbaijan is among the envisaged focuses of Biden’s administration, taking into             
consideration the democracy deficit in the country. Additionally, Baku is sensitive to the             
decision the U.S. president to use his “waiver right” on the Section 907 of the US Freedom                 
Support Act, that bans any kind of direct US aid to the Azerbaijani government, that was                
heavily lobbied by Armenian-American community in the US during the first           
Nagorno-Karabakh war. The ban made Azerbaijan the only post-Soviet state not to receive             
general economic aid from the US government. 

  
Security. In October 2020, Joe Biden issued a statement raising concern over the             

collapse of the ceasefire and the resumption of fighting in and around Nagorno-Karabakh.             
Antony Blinken, Biden’s secretary of state, said in his nomination testimony to “If             
confirmed, I look forward to working with Congress and the Secretary of Defense to              
determine the appropriate level of assistance to meet the security needs of Armenia and              
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the region,” in response to a question about how the US could help the Armenians defend                
themselves against “Azerbaijan and Turkey’s aggression.” 

  
Economics. The US and Azerbaijan have a Trade Relations Agreement and a Bilateral             

Investment Treaty, which allow the two governments to periodically convene the           
US-Azerbaijan Economic Partnership Commission to promote bilateral trade and         
investment. The U.S. has long supported Azerbaijan’s efforts to export its energy            
resources to Western markets. Crude oil is the largest export from Azerbaijan to the US. 

  
Russia. In October 2020 Joe Biden accused Trump’s Administration for its largely            

passive and disengaged standpoint throughout the recent period of escalation on           
Nagorno-Karabakh that basically led to the delegation of diplomacy to Moscow. Baku            
would prefer a bigger engagement of the US in the region, in order to challenge the                
explicit Russian influence. Replacement of Russian troops with UN peacemakers is among            
the expected moves to happen with the re-engagement of the US in the South Caucasus. 

  
China. A similar policy towards China is expected to be pursued by Joe Biden’s              

administration. China’s growing role in Azerbaijan through technology, trade and its           
Sinovac vaccine together with the increased presence and influence of Russia, Turkey and             
Iran is likely to further limit the US role in the country and in the region if no major shift                    
occurs. 

  
Pandemics. The COVID-19 mass vaccination began in Azerbaijan from 18 January           

2021. Azerbaijan purchased 4 million doses of the Chinese Sinovac vaccine. 
  
Climate action. Azerbaijan signed the Paris climate agreement in 2016 as the            

country is considered highly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change for severe              
air pollution, water pollution, soil degradation, flooding and important biodiversity and           
forest reserve degradation and losses. The decision of Biden’s administration to recommit            
to the Paris Climate Agreement is perceived positively in Azerbaijan. 

 
 
Russia. Most probably the US will consolidate its power vis-a-vis Russia by restoring             

its traditional ties with the EU and NATO allies, and will offer Russia a deal from the                 
position of strength. It may include such areas as Russian policy towards Syria, Iran and               
North Korea nuclear programs, Ukraine, and China. In case of successful negotiations, the             
US will be satisfied to see the South Caucasus divided between Russia and Turkey.              
Otherwise, the new impetus will be given to the Russia containment policy in the              
post-Soviet world including the South Caucasus, which may complicate the situation for            
Armenia.  
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BELARUS 
 

Andrei Yahorau6 

 
 

“I ‘interfered’ in the U.S. election and supported Trump,”  

Alexander Lukashenka, August 29, 2019 

“You know that the president there is not what         
we have - "authoritarianism and dictatorship." He       
may not decide anything there at all. His        
Congress can bind his hand and foot, as was the          
case with Trump. That, poor man, twitched,       
twitched, wanted to do something - the first term         
passed, and he did nothing. This is his main         
trouble". 

Alexander Lukashenka, November 7, 2020 

 

1. What assessments are made in your country of Trump as president? 
 

The perception of President Trump in the Belarusian public opinion was ambiguous.            
One part of society perceived his victory as a conservative reaction of American society to               
the overly intensive promotion of "identity politics", political correctness and minorities’           
interests by Democratic Party supporters. This perception can be largely explained by the             
significant influence of Russian propaganda, which seeks to paint a picture of the             
degradation of the West due to the imposition of left-liberal values. 

 
Another part of society saw in President Trump personality the features of its own              

autocrat - President Lukashenka, which is not surprising. The image of both was very              
similar: "strong men" in politics, populists with authoritarian aspirations, playing against           
the rules, seeking to expand their own personal power. Accordingly, Belarusians also had             
similar concerns about Trump's possible breakdown of the American democracy. In a            
sense, Trump was perceived as a test for American democracy. 

 
2. What impacts did the Trump administration have on your country's         

affairs, either directly or indirectly through broader international       
relations?  

 
The Trump administration's policy towards Belarus differed little from previous US           

policy. It supported the sanctions regime against Belarus and regularly made statements            
condemning human rights violations and democracy deficit. At the same time, Trump's            
victory in the 2016 coincided with a warming trend in relations between Belarus and the               
West, including a rethinking of Belarus' role in the system of regional security after the               

6 Centre for European Transformation, Minsk. 
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Russian aggression against Ukraine. The independence, sovereignty and resilience of          
Belarus began to be seen as an important element of regional stability. The density of               
bilateral contacts has been growing since 2014, but only by the beginning of 2019 there               
were real signs of a possible restoration of normal diplomatic relations, which had been              
limited since 2008. In January 2019, Belarus lifted the restriction on the number of              
American diplomats in the US embassy, and in September 2019 the parties agreed to              
exchange ambassadors. In October 2019, the United States also suspended sanctions           
against the Belarusian state-owned oil concern “Belneftekhim”. Perhaps, channels of          
informal diplomacy could have played a certain role here: family members of Jared             
Kushner, Trump's son-in-law, came to Belarus to attend the opening of a memorial to              
Jews escaped from the ghetto of Navagrudak, where Belarusian Foreign Minister Vladimir            
Makei was also present (June, 2019). 

 
US diplomatic support was important for Belarus during the period of Russia's attempts             

to force Belarus to deeper political integration. In 2019 - early 2020, high-level US officials               
several times visited Belarus: US Under Secretary for Political Affairs David Hale, President             
Trump's National Security Advisor John Bolton and US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.             
During all visits, Trump administration officials have expressed clear support for Belarus'            
independence, including Pompeo's proposals for US oil supplies to Belarus to balance the             
lack of Russian oil. 

 
The situation changed radically after the fraudulent presidential elections in August           

2020 and the subsequent mass protests in Belarus. In October, the US joined the EU               
sanctions against individuals and entities involved in electoral fraud and human rights            
abuses, and in December expanded them further. In December 2020, the US Congress             
adopted the "Belarus Democracy, Human Rights and Sovereignty Act", which was signed            
by President Trump at the very end of his term. The document does not recognize the                
current President of Belarus Alexander Lukashenko as legitimate, calls for new elections            
and the release of all political prisoners, states that the United States supports the              
independence of Belarus and does not recognize the inclusion of Belarus in the Union              
State with Russia, expands the possibilities of sanctions, etc. It is worth to admit, that               
both before the presidential elections and after them, the Trump administration quite            
clearly sent a message to Russia that the independence of Belarus is inviolable and the               
United States strongly opposes any forceful interference of Russia in the internal affairs of              
Belarus. 

 
3. What assessments are being made about the likely/expected quality of        

Biden as president? 
 

Unlike Trump's rather vague statements on Belarus after the beginning of mass            
protests, Biden expressed his position of full solidarity with the demands of the protesters              
and won the sympathies of Belarusians. This caused hopes for a more pro-active US policy               
towards Belarus. 
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4. What impacts on your country's affairs, either directly or indirectly          
through broader international relations, are expected and/or hoped for: 

 
World order. There are certain hopes for a more proactive US world policy, including              

the restoration of US leadership in the international organizations. 
 
Democracy. In the current situation of the ongoing democratic revolution in Belarus,            

hopes are pinned on Biden for a return to an active policy of democracy promotion,               
including increased support for Belarusian civil society. 

 
Security. On security, the Biden administration is expected to play a more active role              

in shaping a system of checks and balances on Russian influence in the region. In case of                 
victory of the revolution, this will also imply the expansion of cooperation between Belarus              
and NATO, which is extremely limited today. 

 
Economics. There are hopes for a wide package of international financial aid and             

expert assistance in reforming the Belarusian economy (so-called Marshal's Plan for           
Belarus) for future democratic Belarus. 

 
Russia. Taking into consideration the continuing pressure from Russia to more           

integration with Belarus, as well as Russia's interference in the internal affairs of Belarus to               
support the regime of Alexander Lukashenko, Biden is expected to support Belarusian            
independence and to drew clear “red lines'' for Russia's involvement in Belarussian politics. 

 
China. Since China does not have a strong influence in Belarus, there are no special               

expectations from the new US administration. 
 
Pandemics. Belarus, like other countries, needs mass vaccination of the population.           

Own production of the Russian vaccine "Sputnik V" is possible, but limited in scope.              
Belarus needs additional purchases of vaccines, and, accordingly, international financial          
support or humanitarian supplies of vaccines. The options for vaccination of Belarusians in             
the neighboring countries are also considered. The United States under the Biden            
administration may become part of an international vaccination assistance program for           
Belarus. 

 
Climate action. The return of the United States to the Paris Agreement is essential              

for a world climate change policy. For Belarus the introduction of the EU’s Green Deal               
mechanisms will incur significant costs for the highly carbonated industry in Belarus. The             
United States can provide significant support here in adapting the Belarusian economy to             
new conditions.  
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GEORGIA 
 

Ghia Nodia7 
 

 
1. What assessments are made in your country of Trump as president? 

 
There is no research done on the Georgians’ attitudes to Trump, so I have to rely on                 

my personal observations, such as contacts with politicians and activists, as well as             
debates in social media. 

  
Judging from that, the attitudes are rather divided and often hotly contested: there are              

both Georgian Trumpians and anti-Trumpians. This includes the Georgian ex-pat          
community in the US who often participate in these debates on both sides. My impression,               
though, is that within Georgia the debate is limited to a relatively thin layer of politically                
conscious people. Others say that with such a polarized local political scene, it is ridiculous               
to spend our energies on debating issues of American politics, implying that it does not               
directly influence Georgia.  

 
These attitudes do not necessarily correlate with local partisan divisions. Some strong            

supporters of both the ruling Georgian Dream and the oppositional UNM tend to be              
pro-Trump, but others among the same parties’ supporters are critical. Followers of more             
moderate pro-western opposition like European Georgia, Lelo, etc. tend to be critical of             
Trump. 

 
The issues around which Trump is either hailed or denounced largely coincide with the              

US or European debates. In particular, Trump critics believe he was not committed to              
values of democracy and downgraded the issue of democracy and human rights when             
dealing with autocratic regimes. Understandably, Trump's attitude towards Russia is          
especially central for the Georgian debates. Critics highlighted that Trump avoided any            
criticism of Putin’s regime and gave preference for making deals with autocratic regimes,             
including that of Russia. The supporters claimed that his collusion with Russia was a              
conspiracy theory rejected by the Muller commission.  

 
2. What impacts did the Trump administration have on your country's         

affairs, either directly or indirectly through broader international       
relations?  

 
It was generally accepted that the Trump administration did not have a special interest              

in Georgia or the Caucasus region in general. However, at the very beginning of his               
administration, Georgian leaders had some high-level meetings in Washington. So was the            
decision of the Trump administration to sell Javelin anti-tank missiles to Georgia: this             
showed that he was more daring than his predecessor. In November 2020, two weeks              
after Trump’s electoral defeat, Secretary of State Pompeo included Georgia into a short list              

7 Ilia State University, Tbilisi. 
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of countries he visited on one of his last international trips, which was perceived as a sign                 
that the US considered Georgia an important partner. All this was appreciated in Georgia. 

 
However, these episodes did not add up to any coherent and systemic policies of the               

American administration towards the region. There were speculations that the US renewed            
tensions with Iran, as well as its complicated relations with Turkey, might have increased              
the importance of Georgia for the American administration – but nothing tangible            
happened. 

 
On the other hand, the US was still considered an important international player             

when it came to internal political tensions. The US embassy played the leading role in               
facilitating a dialogue between the GD and the opposition, worked in cooperation with             
other diplomatic representations (primarily, that of the EU). When the GD and the             
opposition representatives signed an agreement regarding changes to the electoral system           
on March 8, 2020, this happened in the US ambassador residence. Later, the US              
ambassador was also a central figure in facilitating a dialogue process between the same              
players after the opposition refused to validate the results of the October parliamentary             
elections and take up their seats in parliament – this time, however, the process failed to                
bring any results. Most Georgians, however, did not think that the active involvement of              
the US embassy reflected the special interest of the Trump administration, rather the US              
diplomatic community was taking its traditional role of chief democracy promoter in            
Georgia.  

 
3. What assessments are being made about the likely/expected quality of        

Biden as president? 
 

Joe Biden is appreciated as a competent and balanced politician with great experience             
in international relations. In the past, in his capacity as a senator and later vice-president,               
he has made strong statements in support of Georgia and this is well-remembered. He              
may revive – or so it is hoped - an American tradition of liberal internationalism, rejected                
by the previous administration, thus playing a more active role in eastern Europe. It is also                
noted that his new foreign policy team, led by the secretary of state Antony Blinken,               
includes quite a few people who are very knowledgeable of the post-Soviet region and              
have in the past expressed principled positions with regards to important policy issues             
here.  

 
4. What impacts on your country's affairs, either directly or indirectly          

through broader international relations, are expected and/or hoped for: 
 

Overall, most Georgian policy experts agree that the Biden administration may develop            
a much more comprehensive and consistent policy toward the eastern European region;            
his political past and the mentioned composition of his foreign policy team gives some              
grounds for these hopes. In this way he will overcome a tendency of relative neglect of                
the region characteristic for not only Trump but also the Obama administrations. It is also               
presumed that Biden will give greater emphasis to the issue of democracy and human              
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rights, which is especially important for Georgia. It is also expected that he may change               
US policies towards Turkey and Iran, though it is uncertain whether and how it will impact                
Georgia’s role within the region from the US point of view.  

 
No less importantly, Biden is expected to restore Trans-Atlantic relations and develop a             

greater rapport with the EU. Georgians traditionally put great value on coordinated actions             
of the US and EU in the region; this gives greater chances of containing threats that may                 
come from Russia, but also increase chances of success for Georgia’s democratic            
development.  
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MOLDOVA 
 

Denis Cenusa8 

 

 
1. What assessments are made in your country of Trump as president? 

 
The withdrawal of the US from international agreements under the Trump           

administration and the cutting off the pro-activeness in Eastern Europe, had no substantial             
impact on the Moldovan public opinion. The US State Department/embassy’s attitudes to            
reforms in Moldova, have remained mainly related to the rule of law throughout the              
2016-2020 period. Moreover, the US played a certain role in dismantling the oligarchic             
regime in Moldova during summer 2019, when due to a joined effort with the EU and                
Russia a peaceful transition of power occurred. However, Trump’s public discourse style            
underpinned by fictitious, unverified and/or falsified data inspired populist forces in           
Moldova, alongside the discourse of ex-president Igor Dodon. The oligarch Vladimir           
Plahotniuc tried to exploit the transactional approach preferred by Donald Trump in order             
to survive the 2019 political turmoil by moving the embassy of Moldova in Israel to               
Jerusalem, to be reversed later by the post-oligarchic government (June-November          
2019).  

 
 
2. What impacts did the Trump administration have on your country's         

affairs, either directly or indirectly through broader international       
relations?  

 
Moldova had a less prominent role in the US foreign and domestic policy than Ukraine               

or Georgia in the regional context. The diplomatic representation and image of Moldova             
though its embassy in Washington was problematic, since its ambassador in a first period              
was compromised (as the oligarchic regime’s appointment), or was absent (in 2019-2020).            
The most controversial issue under the Trump administration the fact that that the fugitive              
Vladimir Plahotniuc hid unnoticed in Miami under the status of foreign investor for about              
six months, managing to avoid detention and extradition. The oligarch applied for political             
asylum in September 2019, which was rejected in January 2020, and his visa entry and               
that of his family was cancelled in early 2020. This did not prevent Plahotniuc from               
escaping to Turkey in the second part of 2020. In the middle of 2020, Plahotniuc filed a                 
complaint at the court in New York against the Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, for              
approving the entry ban. Though this case has not worsened US-Moldova relations, it             
exemplified that cooperation between the two countries' law enforcement agencies          
requires improvement. 

 
 
 
 

8 Expert-Grup, Chisinau. 

https://3dcftas.eu/op-eds/surrender-of-the-oligarchic-regime-re-launching-of-eu-integration-in-mo-and-ru-agenda
https://3dcftas.eu/op-eds/surrender-of-the-oligarchic-regime-re-launching-of-eu-integration-in-mo-and-ru-agenda
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3. What assessments are being made about the likely/expected quality of        
Biden as president? 

 
The election of Joe Biden coincided with the victory of Maia Sandu, a prominent leader               

of the opposition, at the presidential elections in Moldova. Given that President Biden is             
familiar with Eastern Europe region from his term as Vice President (2009-2017), the             
hopes among the pro-Western political forces are very high. Back in 2011, during his              
official visit to Chisinau, Joe Biden underlined his support for Moldovan’s territorial            
integrity, insisting on the resumption of the “5+2” format negotiations on Transnistrian            
conflict settlement. He also mentioned that the US wants to back Moldova to become “a              
democratic and prosperous European state” that “will benefit Europe”. On 20 January, in             
her congratulation message to Biden on his inauguration on Twitter, President Sandu            
referred to the importance “of continuing the good relations of friendship and            
cooperation”. She indicated to the US ambassador to Chisinau that Moldova aims to             
“deepen the cooperation” across various sectors and intensify bilateral relations. 
 

4. What impacts on your country's affairs, either directly or indirectly          
through broader international relations, are expected and/or hoped for: 

 
Moldova’s pro-Western politicians are willing to enhance cooperation with Washington          

under President Biden. Nevertheless, European integration is the dominating priority.          
Accordingly, the American assistance appears as a supporting and complementary          
Western support for the overall domestic reform agenda. 

 
World order. The bouncing back of the US in terms of worldwide democracy            

promotion and countering state-run populism is viewed as helpful to marginalize extremist            
forces internationally, including those in the EU and Eastern neighbourhood. The breaking            
down of the negative role model of ex-President Trump is expected to be one of the most                 
considerable impacts of the new administration in Washington. 

 
Security. The US contribution in the security field relates primarily to the search for             

settlement of the Transnistrian conflict within the “5+2” format, alongside the OSCE’s role             
in this matter. As the West keeps to its sanctions against Russia over Ukraine, maybe now                
adding to them over Alexey Navalny, a rapprochement between Moldova and the US could              
have implications. On the one hand, some pro-Western leaders in Chisinau will be keen to               
align with measures taken against Russia. On the other hand, Moscow could become             
irritated, punishing Moldova for further demolishing the loyalty of ex-president Igor           
Dodon.  

 
Democracy. The fight against disinformation and instead the promotion of the          

speech of truth, as heard in Biden’s inaugural speech, represent a significant dimension             
where the Moldova-US relations can find common ground for cooperation. Moldova is            
susceptible to foreign disinformation that weakens the social cohesion and creates mistrust            
towards the authorities. As important is the continuous support that the US embassy is              

https://3dcftas.eu/op-eds/moldovan-presidential-elections-sandu-wins-the-run-off-while-dodon-faces-a-%E2%80%9Ccheckmate%E2%80%9C
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2011/03/11/remarks-vice-president-joe-biden-chisinau-moldova
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2011/03/11/remarks-vice-president-joe-biden-chisinau-moldova
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2011/03/11/remarks-vice-president-joe-biden-chisinau-moldova
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2011/03/11/remarks-vice-president-joe-biden-chisinau-moldova
https://presedinte.md/rom/comunicate-de-presa/presedintele-republicii-moldova-maia-sandu-a-avut-o-intrevedere-cu-dereck-j-hogan-ambasadorul-sua-in-tara-noastra
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providing for justice reform. The USAID and the US embassy are already financing            
projects carried out by civil society, which Biden’s administration can boost.  

 
Economics. Moldova-US trade is gradually growing, with a trade balance favoring the           

Moldovan producers in 2016-2019. The Moldovan exports increased from about USD 38           
million in 2016 to approx. USD 64 million in 2019. Moldova receives US financial support               
for various socio-economic initiatives, mainly through USAID. The effectively disbursed          
USAID assistance reached its highest level in 2019 (USD 32 million). One pending issue              
that affect potential US investments is the unclear status of the sale of a Soviet stadium                
plot in the centre of the capital to build a new US Embassy Compound. In late 2020, the                 
Socialists revoked the 2018 Law to transfer the plot to the US embassy for USD 250                
million. The cancellation was part of a larger package of laws promulgated by Igor Dodon               
right before leaving the office.  

    
Pandemics. Moldova has received USD 2.2 million assistance from the US for fighting          

the pandemic. Active participation of the US in the WHO-led COVAX initiative will             
accelerate the production and distribution of vaccines to Moldova.  

 
Climate action. USAID supports the farming initiatives in Moldova, contributing to          

the improvement of production technologies that are less harmful to the environment.            
More support is necessary to finance the access to water, sewage and cleaning water              
system, and the Dniester River's protection from uncontrolled hydropower exploitation.          
The return of the US to the Paris Climate Agreement signals the potential to pay more                
attention to environmental issues in Moldovan-US relations. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://md.usembassy.gov/ambassador-hogans-speech-at-state-university-of-moldova-law-faculty-about-the-importance-of-legal-system-reforms-in-moldova/
https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c4641.html#questions
https://md.usembassy.gov/u-s-embassy-statement/
https://md.usembassy.gov/even-during-the-pandemic-we-must-also-look-to-the-health-of-moldovas-democracy/
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UKRAINE 
 

Veronika Movchan and Artem Remizov9 

 

1. What assessments are made in your country of Trump as president? 
 

While the presidency of Donald Trump was met with cautious scepticism among             
Ukrainian political and expert circles, by the end of his term the half of the Ukrainian                
population found the US president rather or completely untrustworthy. It could be            
attributed primarily to the fact that Ukraine was dragged by Trump into the US domestic               
political fight, which consequently led to his impeachment in the House of            
Representatives. Moreover, there was an increasing feeling that Trump did not adequately            
understand Ukraine and pursued his own personal agenda rather than the partner’s            
interests while counting on cutting some kind of a deal behind Ukraine’s back with Russia.               
At the same time, in the eyes of the Ukrainian public, the US has remained the main                 
supporter of Ukraine in its fight against Russian aggression (26% of surveyed) followed by              
the EU (almost 18%). 

 
2. What impacts did the Trump administration have on your country's         

affairs, either directly or indirectly through broader international       
relations?  

 
The legacy of the Trump administration for Ukraine is rather mixed. The US policy              

towards Ukraine was fragmented since its leadership failed to speak with one voice by              
sending conflicting signals to its counterparts overseas. One could observe the striking            
difference between Trump’s public statements and actions of his administration,          
particularly by the State Department and the Republican party in the Congress.  

 
On the one hand, there was Trump’s dubious position on the annexation of Crimea by               

Russia, his call to invite the latter back to G7, and withholding of military assistance to                
Ukraine to pressure president Volodymyr Zelensky to announce an investigation of former            
Vice President and presidential candidate Joe Biden. 

 
On the other hand, mainly due to bipartisan support within the American            

establishment and the US bureaucratic machine, the US issued the Crimea Declaration            
cementing the US position on the non-recognition of the annexation of the peninsula by              
Russia; has provided Ukraine with the lethal military assistance by selling Javelin anti-tank             
missiles and launchers; maintained and extended sanctions against Russia, in particular           
towards the Nord Stream 2 project. Moreover, the Trump administration established a            
position of the US Special Representative for Ukraine to deal with the Donbas peace              
process, relaunched the U.S.-Ukraine Strategic Partnership Commission, and facilitated the          
recognition of Ukraine as NATO’s Enhanced Opportunities Partner. Last but not least,            
despite Trump’s disinterest in promoting democratic agenda worldwide, the US Embassy in            

9 Institute for Economic Research and Policy Consulting, Kyiv. 

http://neweurope.org.ua/analytics/dyplomatiya-2021-ochikuvannya-ukrai-nskogo-suspilstva/
http://neweurope.org.ua/analytics/dyplomatiya-2021-ochikuvannya-ukrai-nskogo-suspilstva/
http://neweurope.org.ua/analytics/dyplomatiya-2021-ochikuvannya-ukrai-nskogo-suspilstva/
http://neweurope.org.ua/analytics/dyplomatiya-2021-ochikuvannya-ukrai-nskogo-suspilstva/
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-claims-crimea-is-part-of-russia-since-people-speak-russian-g7-summit-2018-6
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Kyiv has remained a staunch advocate for rule of law and anti-corruption reforms in              
Ukraine. 

 
3. What assessments are being made about the likely/expected quality of        

Biden as president? 
 

After the election of Joe Biden as the next US president, many in Ukraine have               
breathed a sigh of relief. Being Barack Obama’s point person on Ukraine during his VP              
term, Biden is regarded as the most knowledgeable president about Ukraine and Eastern             
Europe among all his predecessors. Moreover, his appointments within the National           
Security Council, the State Department, and the Ministry of Defence show that he will be               
surrounded by highly-skilled professionals who have a comprehensive understanding of          
the region. It is expected that his tenure would bring back predictability and normality into               
the US-Ukraine relations and would strengthen the transatlantic community, particularly          
when it comes to countering the Russian assertive policies in Ukraine and beyond. 
 

4. What impacts on your country's affairs, either directly or indirectly          
through broader international relations, are expected and/or hoped for: 

 
Ukrainian officials and experts voice cautious optimism regarding Biden’s presidency,          

while the general Ukrainian public has quite diversified expectations from the US policies,             
ranging from the provision of security guarantees and adoption of new sanctions against             
Russian to increasing pressure on the Ukrainian authorities in terms of conducting reforms. 

 
World order. There is hope that Biden, being an advocate of multilateralism, will             

bring the US back to its leading role in international affairs. Ukraine would benefit from the                
restoration of relations between the US and Western Europe and their increased            
cooperation in supporting good governance and anti-corruption reforms, fighting money          
laundering networks, countering authoritarian influences in the region, enhancing cyber          
defence, and preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons and militarization of Crimea.            
The official Kyiv would like to see Biden among participants of the Crimean Platform              
Summit scheduled for August 23, 2021. 

 
Security. The US is considered by the Ukrainian officials and population primarily as a              

security provider. Thus, it is expected that the Biden’s administration will enhance the US              
support in terms of provision of non-lethal and lethal assistance, improvement of air             
defence and cyber capabilities, military training, intelligence cooperation, and participation          
of Ukraine in the US Foreign Military Sales programme. Of course, those would be              
conditioned upon the progress of security sector reforms. The Biden administration is also             
expected to be more vocal about Russian aggression, take a more active role in the peace                
talks over the Donbas war, and expand sanctions against Moscow and North Stream 2              
project. Also, there is a need to appoint a new Special Representative (as well as a new                 
US ambassador to Kyiv) in the near future. It is further expected that the US will maintain                 
an open door policy towards Ukraine’s membership in NATO. Ukrainian officials are            

http://neweurope.org.ua/analytics/dyplomatiya-2021-ochikuvannya-ukrai-nskogo-suspilstva/
https://www.mil.gov.ua/en/news/2020/12/01/ukraines-ambitions-is-to-get-membership-action-plan-in-the-nato-summit-in-2021-andrii-taran/
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ambitious about getting a Membership Action Plan in the NATO Summit in 2021. Another              
desirable goal would be to receive the status of Major Non-NATO Ally of the US. 

 
Democracy. It is expected, especially within civil society and political opposition, that            

the Biden’s administration would increase pressure on the Ukrainian government to           
conduct democratic reforms in the light of recent attacks on the anti-corruption institutions             
and failed judiciary reform. Some of the civil society representatives call for the             
introduction of personal sanctions against those domestic actors who undermine the rule            
of law reforms and play into the hands of the Kremlin. In this respect, it is worth                 
mentioning the recently adopted sanctions against seven Ukrainian citizens and four           
companies accused of attempting to interfere in the 2020 U.S. presidential election by             
spreading Russian disinformation about one of the main candidates. The list includes            
Oleksandr Dubinsky, an acting MP from President Zelensky’s faction in the Parliament.            
Giving the fact that Zelensky asked the MP to leave the faction several weeks after the                
scandal erupted, while the faction itself has failed yet to take a clear stance on the issue,                 
US-Ukraine relations may head into a mini-crisis in the first days of the new              
administration. 

 
Economics. Ukraine’s authorities are optimistic about the increased potential for          

economic cooperation with the US in multiple spheres, including energy, IT and artificial             
intelligence, agriculture and trade. The idea to conclude an FTA with the US is also voiced.                
In the short term, Ukraine is interested in the abolishment of the import duties on steel                
and aluminum introduced by Trump’s administration and the full-fledged restoration of the            
GSP.  

 
Pandemics. Ukraine has not yet started the vaccination against COVID-19, heavily           

relying on the WHO COVAX program. The US participation in the COVAX initiated by Joe               
Biden will provide it with both money and better access to vaccine supplies, benefiting all               
program recipients including Ukraine.  

 
Climate action. Renewable energy has been named by the Ukrainian authorities           

among key priorities for Ukraine-USA economic cooperation under Biden’s administration.          
This cooperation is likely to be enhanced by the US return to Paris Climate Agreement, the                
prioritisation of climate action in US-EU relations and Ukraine’s active interest in the EU              
Green Deal. 
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